ABSTRACT.
A (21?,, resp.) is equal to the strong closure of the polynomials (the.rational functions with poles outside the spectrum a(T) of T, resp.) in T, and 2IT c 21» C 21 " c 2IV.
Let T be an operator satisfying the following two properties: Since \\pAT)qlT)\\ < K2, we conclude that \pv(T)qAT)\ ((v, u)e hxY, product order) is a net of polynomials in T converging strongly to B ,B.
and satisfying the conditions of (A).
Using this particular net and (A), (B), (1) and (2), the result follows.
Q.E.D.
A subspace is called hyperinvariant (bi-invariant, resp.) for T if it is invariant under every operator in 2I_ (21 ", resp.) (see [1] , [5] 
If 0 ¿a(T), then T~l£ 2I£ = 2IT, and therefore T~l has a formal
Taylor series, but this fact and Lemma 1 imply that the Taylor series of / = TT~ has constant term equal to zero, which is clearly impossible.
Hence, Oecr(T) and therefore T has no logarithm. In fact, for an arbitrary operator L, 0 ¿ o(eL) (where eL = lim S^=Q(l/ra!)L" (N-~)); therefore,
T cannot be expressed as T = e .
(iii) Let 2I.J. = 21 _ and assume that B = T, foi some integer k > 1;
clearly, Be 2I_ = 2I_, but this is impossible as was remarked above.
(ii) and the second part of (iii) can be proved by using the same argument as in the proof of (i) (first part Iv to '
